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Highlights
Long-read sequencing (LRS) has revolu-
tionized genomics and transcriptomics.
These third-generation approaches
have a relatively low throughput com-
pared to short-read sequencing, but
they can solve problems that used to
be a challenge for earlier techniques.

The PacBio and ONT sequencing are
able to read full-length transcripts and
allow the direct study of base modifica-
tions on both DNA and RNA molecules.
Nanopore technology is able to se-
quence RNA directly.
Long-read sequencing (LRS) has become increasingly popular due to its
strengths in de novo assembly and in resolving complex DNA regions as well
as in determining full-length RNA molecules. Two important LRS technologies
have been developed during the past few years, including single-molecule,
real-time sequencing by Pacific Biosciences, and nanopore sequencing by
Oxford Nanopore Technologies. Although current LRS methods produce lower
coverage, and are more error prone than short-read sequencing, these methods
continue to be superior in identifying transcript isoforms including multispliced
RNAs and transcript-length variants as well as overlapping transcripts and alter-
native polycistronic RNA molecules. Viruses have small, compact genomes and
therefore these organisms are ideal subjects for transcriptome analysis with the
relatively low-throughput LRS techniques. Recent LRS studies have multiplied
the number of previously known transcripts and have revealed complex
networks of transcriptional overlaps in the examined viruses.
 LRS has revealed amuchmore complex

viral transcriptome. Among other

capabilities, these techniques allow the
discrimination between multispliced
transcript variants, RNA length isoforms,
embedded RNAs, and polycistronic
RNA molecules.

The viral genomes express a highly com-
plex pattern of transcriptional overlaps,
the function of which continues to remain
unknown.
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Transcriptome Research on Viruses
Viruses represent a diverse class of microorganisms with polyphyletic origin. Compared
to cellular organisms, even the largest DNA viruses have small genomes with closely-
spaced genes. This feature makes viruses excellent model systems in molecular
biology to explore the general principles of genetic regulation and transcriptome
organization.

Alternative splicing increases the coding potential of the genome through the production of
multiple RNA and protein molecules from a single gene. Similarly, alternative transcription
initiation and termination also contribute to the genomic complexity. Polycistronism is a com-
mon phenomenon in bacteria and in their viruses but it is extremely rare in eukaryotes. The
reason for this is that, in prokaryotes, the Shine–Dalgarno sequences allow the translation of
each gene in the mRNA [1]. Nevertheless, in eukaryotes only the most upstream gene of a
polygenic transcript is translated because of the Cap-dependent initiation system. Some
small RNA viruses have evolved miscellaneous strategies to solve the problem of translation
of multiple (generally two) proteins from a single transcript, which includes the utilization of an
internal ribosome entry site (IRES), or mechanisms to bypass the 5′-proximal AUG to enable
downstream initiation, such as the leaky ribosomal scanning mechanisms and ribosomal
frameshifting [2]. Nonetheless, in the majority of DNA viruses no such mechanisms have
been described so far. The canonical termination sequences are not always efficient in
stopping the RNA polymerase (RNP); therefore, transcription is continued until the next ter-
mination site is reached, which results in transcriptional readthrough (TRT) producing
readthrough (rt)RNAs. Transcriptional overlaps (TOs), in most cases produced by TRT,
have been shown to represent a common phenomenon in diverse organisms [3]. The latest
studies have also shown an intricate meshwork of TRTs and TOs in various viruses.
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The next-generation short-read sequencing (SRS) technology, released in the mid-2000s, has
revolutionized genomic and transcriptomic sciences due to its massively parallel nature, which
has enabled sequencing of millions of DNA fragments simultaneously at a relatively low cost.
The Illumina platform is by far the most widely applied SRS technique. The enormous number
of reads generated by SRS enabled the sequencing of entire genomes of various organisms at
an unprecedented speed. The currently running genome programs are mainly based on the
SRS approach [4,5]. This technique has also been extensively used to study the transcriptomes
of various organisms [6,7]. The third-generation LRS technology emerged in 2011, when Pacific
Biosciences (PacBio) commercialized the single-molecule real-time (SMRT®) technology [8].
Currently, two LRS technologies are in use: the PacBio and the Oxford Nanopore Technology
(ONT) platforms. MinION, the first prototype of ONT was released in 2014 [9]. Both LRS tech-
niques are based on the development of novel biochemistry, which enables the direct capture
of long DNA sequences or cDNAs from full-length transcripts. ONT has also developed a method
for sequencing native RNAs [10] and, since Helicos [11] has withdrawn from the market,
nanopore sequencing is the only commercially available direct (d)RNA sequencing method.
SRS, however, is still outstanding for producing high-quality, deep-coverage datasets. This
technique is more cost-effective and has a lower per-base error rate than the LRS approaches
[12,13]. Complex genomic regions, including sequences with a high GC content, as well as repet-
itive sequences, cannot be efficiently resolved by SRS. The short read length also makes compu-
tations difficult or impossible for the determination of exon connectivity and for the identification of
transcript isoforms, such as multispliced RNAs as well as transcription start site (TSS) and tran-
scription end site (TES) variants [14]. Furthermore, alternative polycistronism and TOs, especially
between embedded RNA (eRNA) molecules, pose challenges for the SRS platforms. These chal-
lenges can be overcome by the LRS technology since it is able to provide full contig information
about transcripts.

In recent years, LRS has been widely utilized in the analysis of the genomes of various organisms
including prokaryotic [15] and eukaryotic [16] species as well as viruses [17–22]. Nevertheless,
current LRS techniques are only able to characterize small genomes and transcriptomes in
high depth due to the comparatively low throughput. Viral transcriptomes used to be investigated
by traditional techniques, including Northern blotting [23,24], quantitative PCR [25,26], RACE
analysis [27], and microarray studies [28,29]. The introduction of Illumina sequencing [30–32] to
virus research has led to a significant progress in the discovery and precise annotation of viral
transcripts. Currently, the global transcriptome of several viruses belonging to different families
has been analyzed by using various techniques of PacBio and ONT platforms [33–37]. Our review
aims to provide an overview of the potentials and limitations of LRS methods, to present the tran-
scriptome diversity that has been detected by long-read sequencing, and to discuss future paths
of viral genomics opened up by this technology.

LRS
Similar to the Illumina approach, PacBio also adopts a sequencing-by-synthesis strategy, but
while Illumina detects augmented signals from amplified DNA fragments, the PacBio technique
captures a single DNA molecule (Figure 1 and Table 1). The PacBio SMRT® sequencing utilizes
Figure 1. Comparison of the Various Sequencing Platforms. (A) Illumina sequencing uses cDNA fragments, each of which is amplified multiple times to form a
cluster. Sequencing is based on the fluorescent signal of the incorporated nucleotides. The emitted fluorescence from each cluster is strong enough to generate a
specific signal in the detector. (B) During PacBio sequencing, full-length cDNA is circularized by stem-loop adapters and loaded into ZMWs, where the immobilized
polymerase incorporates fluorescently labeled nucleotides. ZMWs are capable of detecting the fluorescent signal of a single nucleotide incorporation. The polymerase
is able to take multiple passes on the cDNA template; thus, the consensus reads are more accurate than the raw reads. (C) The motor proteins ligated to the cDNA
templates bind to nanopores on a synthetic membrane in MinION sequencing. The motor proteins ratchet one strand of the DNA through the nanopore, whereas a
detector is measuring the potential changes on the two sides of the membrane. The electric signal is specific to the nucleotides passing through the membrane.
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Table 1. Comparison of the Various Sequencing Platforms.

Illumina Pacific Biosciences Oxford Nanopore
Technologies

HiSeq MiSeq RSII Sequel MinION
1D

dRNA-Seq

Required amount of
input material (ng)

1–50 1–50 – 1000 1000 500–775

Mapped read length
(bp)

Mean 92 175 2088 13
800

1503.50 968

Median – – 1720 – 1439 713

Standard
deviation

– – 1438.14 – 969.18 –

Maximum 101 250 8006 – 9345 21 866

Average percentage
of mapped reads

84.1 84.4 90.29 – 69.27 96.5

Substitutions per
base

0.0053 0.0142 0.0212 0.005 0.0754 0.024

INDELs per base 7.2 × 10–6 – 0.0231 0.001 0.0856 0.0435

Sample type gDNA gDNA cDNA gDNA cDNA RNA

Mapping software
used in the study

BWA-MEM BWA-MEM GMAP – GMAP Minimap2

Refs [41] [41] [42] [43] [42] [44]
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zero-mode waveguides (ZMW) [38] for single-molecule analysis, which allows the detection of
fluorescent signals emitted during the incorporation of labeled nucleotides. A single DNA poly-
merase molecule, fixed at the bottom of a ZMW, reads the circularized template multiple times.
When a nucleotide is incorporated in the growing DNA strand, the fluorescent tag is cleaved
off, and it gets out of the observation area. The base-call is made by the detection of the fluores-
cent signal of the nucleotide incorporated within the ZMW [39]. The accuracy of the obtained con-
sensus sequence (reads of inserts, ROI) depends upon the number of polymerase passes around
the circular template [12]. Sequel, the newest PacBio platform, launched in 2015, has a capacity
sevenfold greater than the former RS II platform [40]. Additionally, the Sequel system has a con-
siderably decreased loading bias compared to RS II; therefore, it does not require size-selectioni.
SMRT® sequencing generates subreads, thereby resulting in multiple base coverage in a given
base, which leads to increased precision. The base-calling accuracy depends on the read length
and on the movie length. The PacBio Isoform sequencing (Iso-Seq®) allows the generation of full-
length cDNA sequences without the need for contig assembly, and thus it is suitable for the
confident characterization of the full complement of transcript isoforms across an entire
transcriptome or within the targeted genes.

The nanopore technology is based on monitoring the transit of DNA or RNA molecules through a
protein pore; it measures variations in electric currents produced by the nucleotides that are
threaded through the nanopores aided by a molecular motor protein. Nanopore sequencing is
able to determine very long nucleic acid sequences [45]. ONT 1D sequencing has low accuracy
(approximately 85%) [46]. The 1D2 technology improves this accuracy by ligating an adapter to
the end of the reads, which increases the probability that a strand and its complementary strand
pass through a pore consecutively. The base-calling algorithm creates a consensus of the two
reads, and it has an average quality of over 95%. ONT can also identify the nucleotide modifica-
tions of RNAmolecules by native RNA sequencing [10]. The advantages of nanopore sequencing
over the PacBio platform are the longer read length, the higher throughput, and the lower costs
s in Microbiology, July 2019, Vol. 27, No. 7 581
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[42]. The two LRS techniques are prone to similar errors, such as homopolymer bias and indel
errors. High sequencing error rate makes accurate DNA sequencing difficult, including de novo
sequencing and variant calling. Sequencing errors, however, do not represent a major obstacle
in transcriptome research if well-annotated genome sequences to which the transcript reads
can be aligned are available. The lower throughput compared to the SRS approach means that
LRS can only characterize abundant transcripts and that technical by-products are more difficult
to filter out from LRS data. Ligation and template switching are common causes of such artifacts.
Template switching is caused by the release of the template strand by the polymerase molecule
during synthesis followed by binding to another template that shares homology with the original
template and can occur at both the reverse-transcription (RT) [47] and the PCR [48] steps. The
advantage of dRNA sequencing of ONT is that it is free from RT and PCR artifacts. The shortcom-
ings of the current dRNA technique are its demand for the startingmaterial (at least 500 ng PolyA+

RNA), very low throughput, and that the produced reads lack short sequences at both the 5′ and
3′ termini [35]; therefore it does not resolve isoforms with base-pair precision. The cDNA se-
quencing methods require slightly less starting material (at least 250 ng PolyA+ RNA without
PCR or 200 ng amplicon after PCR using ONT protocols or 2 ng total RNA using the Iso-Seq®
protocol) and have a higher throughput, although not as high as SRS techniques. To date, the
majority of LRS protocols have focused on full-length polyA-selected RNAs [49]. Cap-selection
of RNA molecules can also be used to enrich full-length RNA molecules [50].

SRS can Complement LRS
It has been demonstrated that SRS coupled with the so-called synthetic long-read sequencing
method (SLR-Seq) can represent an alternative approach for full-length characterization of tran-
scripts [51] at the cost of reducing the sequencing yields. SLR-Seq is also afflicted by SRS biases,
such as poor characterization of GC-rich regions. LRS is definitely superior to SRS regarding iso-
form detection and the differential quantitation of isoforms; SRS still offers many advantages and
could be used alongside LRS techniques [52]. For example, ChIP-Seq [53] and ribosome profiling
[54,55] are methods which provide valuable information and are not well suited for current LRS
technologies. SRS can also be used to improve LRS not only through error correction (Box 1)
Box 1. Technology Corner: The Bioinformatic Challenges of LRS

Owing to the higher error rate but greater length of long reads, different tools are needed to analyze LRS and SRS data.
The preprocessing of the reads is platform-specific. SMRT Link from PacBio creates accurate consensus reads and also
assembles consensus isoforms which can be mapped to the genome or can be analyzed further without the need for a
genome sequence [90]. Such consensus isoforms are usually highly accurate, and no further error correction is necessary.
The processing of nanopore reads is less standardized. Guppy has recently been declared to be the recommended base
caller by ONT. For genome sequencing, the next step would be error correction either by using short reads or based solely
on the nanopore sequencing [91–93]. For transcriptome sequencing, however, error correction does not appear to be
beneficial prior to isoform identification as it may interfere with both the qualitative and the quantitative analysis [94]. A novel
method which uses rolling-circle amplification to produce concatemers of cDNA molecules (R2C2) greatly improves the
quality of nanopore reads while preserving the benefits of single-molecule sequencing [95]. Minimap2 is used for the align-
ment of reads from both sequencing technologies [96]. Recently, a number of software programs have been developed for
the task of isoform discovery. Mandalorion was designed for isoform detection in 2D reads [97]; however, ONT no longer
supports 2D technology, the new version of the pipeline currently only accepts highly accurate R2C2 reads. FLAIR focuses
on the splice isoforms and requires an annotation of splice sites [98]. Pinfishii bases isoform discovery on the clustering of
reads to define median exon boundaries, whereas LoRTIAiii identifies and filters transcript features (TSS, intron, and TES),
then constructs isoforms based on these features. At the moment, all of these tools require an available genome sequence
to determine the exact nucleotide sequence of the transcripts, but, except for FLAIR, they do not require an existing an-
notation of transcript features such as splice sites Therefore they can be applied to the investigation of viral transcriptomes
that have not been studied before. Due to the numerous challenges in the analysis of LRS data and the relative novelty of
these tools, artifacts may be common and should be filtered out by inspection or, ideally, by quality-control programs, such
as SQANTI, a pipeline that characterizes and filters isoforms based on an annotation [99].
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but also through the precise characterization of transcript features, which can be helpful in iso-
form identification. PRO seq [56] identifies TSSs, whereas technologies such as 3′READS+
[57] characterize TESs with higher sensitivity and specificity than is possible with current LRS
technologies. Concurrently, LRS can be used for the precise quantitative analysis of the viral tran-
scriptome at the isoform level [58]. Using a non-amplified Iso-Seq® technique, the results of the
kinetic categorization of PRV transcripts have been in agreement with earlier observations ob-
tained by real-time RT-PCR analysis [26]. The ability of LRS methods to sequence PCR-free
cDNA or RNA provides more accurate quantitation that is devoid of amplification bias. However,
due to the low throughput of such LRS methods, SRS is still more efficient in characterizing host
transcription. When combined with microfluidic technologies provided by 10x Genomics, LRS
can differentiate between transcript isoforms whereas SRS can characterize gene expression
at the level of a single cell [59], resulting in a more specific analysis of the viral–host interactions.
Using LRS and SRS coupled with other techniques can eschew the deficiencies of each ap-
proach and opens the possibility of a wider analysis of the viral transcriptome.

Novel Viral Transcripts Identified by LRS
LRS techniques have already been used in the investigation of the transcriptomes of various vi-
ruses, including herpesviruses [33–37], baculoviruses [60], retroviruses [61], circoviruses [62],
and poxviruses [22,63]. The application of these techniques has identified a much greater com-
plexity of viral transcriptomes compared to earlier approaches. Most of the newly discovered
transcripts belong to categories which are difficult to study with SRS and other techniques,
such as embedded messenger RNAs (emRNAs), polygenic transcripts, overlapping transcripts,
and RNA isoforms including splice, TSS, and TES variants. LRS studies have also revealed
noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs), such as antisense RNAs (asRNAs), intergenic RNAs (iRNAs), and
embedded noncoding RNAs (encRNAs). Special classes of transcripts termed near-replication-
origin RNAs (nroRNAs) and nro-like transcripts have also been recently described [64,65].

Messenger RNAs
LRS techniques are especially efficient in identifying eRNAs sharing a common TSS or TES with
the longer host transcript. An emRNA containing an in-frame open reading frame (ORF) within the
coding region of the longer host gene has the potential to specify an N-terminally truncated poly-
peptide. LRS studies have multiplied the number of these truncated mRNAs in each subfamily of
herpesviruses [35–37,65], and in a baculovirus [60].

Noncoding Transcripts
It used to be believed that DNA and protein molecules play a fundamental role in the control of cell
functions, whereas RNAs were considered to have only subsidiary roles. Nonetheless, recent
transcriptomics studies have revealed a huge variety of ncRNAs with a wide range of functions,
including epigenetic, transcriptional, and post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression [66].
These transcripts are classified below according to their locations and orientations.

Intergenic Transcripts
These RNA molecules are located between two coding sequences without or with no significant
overlap with the adjacent genes. LRS studies have identified several iRNAs in viruses, although
these techniques are not superior to SRS in the detection of these types of transcript.

Embedded Noncoding Transcripts
The encRNAs can be mapped within either mRNAs or ncRNAs. The most typical mRNA-
overlapping encRNAs are the 5′- and 3′-truncated transcripts. Generally, encRNAs have a
common TSS or TES with other ncRNAs with which they overlap.
Trends in Microbiology, July 2019, Vol. 27, No. 7 583
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Antisense Transcripts
The asRNAs either completely or partially overlap the mRNAs in an antiparallel manner. These
transcripts can either be controlled by their own promoters or they can be the result of transcrip-
tional overlaps between neighboring or distal convergent or divergent genes (Figure 2). In this
latter case, only the overlapping part of the transcript is antisense.

Replication-Associated RNAs, a Novel Class of Transcripts
The replication-associated RNAs (raRNAs) are mapped in close vicinity to the replication origins
(Oris) of viral DNA [33,64,65]. LRS techniques have detected several such RNA molecules, in-
cluding nroRNAs in herpesviruses [31,36,37], and nro-like transcripts in baculoviruses [60] and
circoviruses [62]. Six types of replication-associated transcript can be distinguished in terms of
their coding potency and position to the Ori: (i) mRNAs that do not overlap the Ori; (ii) ncRNAs
that do not overlap the Ori; (iii) ncRNAs that do overlap the Ori; (iv) mRNA isoforms with very
long overlapping alternative TES; (v) mRNA isoforms with very long overlapping alternative TSS;
and (vi) mRNA with Ori overlapping ORF (Figure 3).

Readthrough RNAs
The readthrough RNAs (rtRNAs) are produced by occasional TRT of coding or noncoding genes
due to the inefficient recognition of transcriptional termination sequences by the RNP molecules.
The rtRNAs are TES variants if they have an exact termination site and contain the same ORF as
the shorter transcript isoform. Complex transcripts are also the results of TRTs, whereas the poly-
cistronic RNAs can only be considered as rtRNAs if the upstream genes also have their own tran-
scription termination signals. Studies using quantitative RT-PCR [26] and Illumina sequencing [31,
67] have demonstrated a pervasive, genome-wide expression of asRNAs in herpesviruses. It is
possible that these transcripts lack poly(A) tails and that is why they are undetected by oligo
(dT)-primed sequencing techniques. These molecules may be expressed at a low abundance
and/or have a short half-life due to the lack of polyadenylation.

Transcript Isoforms
Transcript isoforms include the length and splice variants of mRNAs and ncRNAs.

Transcription Start-Site Isoforms
Genes can be controlled by alternative promoters which express TSS isoforms [68]. Multiple
promoter-controlled genes can be differentially expressed throughout the viral life cycle [69]. Ad-
ditionally, TSS isoforms can have diverse functions as the various 5′-UTR (untranslated region)
structures can control the translation in a differential manner (as reviewed in [70]).

Transcription End-Site Isoforms
In certain cases, the progression of RNPs does not stop at the transcription termination se-
quences, which leads to longer TES variants [71,72]. Onmany occasions, these longer molecules
overlap the transcripts generated by the downstream genes. SRS has been utilized to identify al-
ternative polyadenylation [73]. LRS provides additional information about the various 5′- and 3′-
UTR combinations utilized by the various transcript isoforms. It is important, however, to filter
the putative polyadenylation sites for signs of internal priming, as it has been shown that
adenine-rich regions may appear as false polyadenylation sites [74].

Splice Isoforms
The PacBio Iso-Seq® technique is especially suitable for the detection of novel splice sites
[75–77]. Furthermore, alternatively processed multispliced transcripts can be reliably identified
only by the LRS techniques; hence, they are able to sequence full-length transcripts and thus
to map exon connectivity. Splicing events are relatively rare in alphaherpesviruses, baculoviruses,
584 Trends in Microbiology, July 2019, Vol. 27, No. 7
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Figure 2. Antisense Transcripts in Two Herpesviruses. (A) The very long splice isoforms of ORF63, ORF63-64, and the VLTlyt RNAs (blue arrows) of varicella-zoster
virus overlap several transcripts and transcript isoforms (red arrows) in antisense orientation in an almost 18-kbp long region of the viral genome. The NTO3 and NTO4
antisense transcripts are probably controlled by the same promoter as the NTO1v1 transcript. The unprocessed version of these noncoding transcripts overlaps with
several mRNAs in a convergent or divergent manner, thereby generating antisense parts of the RNA molecules. The arrows illustrate exons, while the lines between the
arrows are introns. (B) The various RNAs and transcript isoforms produced from the ul30-35 genomic region of pseudorabies virus (PRV) overlap each other either in
convergent (e.g., ul30 and ul31) or in divergent (e.g., ul32-31 and ul33) manners, thereby producing antisense sequences on the RNA molecules. The longer 3′ UTR
versions of some transcripts detected by qPCR result in more extended antisense overlaps (gray broken arrows). (C) Convergent overlapping antisense transcripts of
the vaccinia virus transcriptome from the VACVWR-00090-00100 genomic region.

Trends in Microbiology
and orthomyxoviruses [36,60,78], but they are common in beta- and gammaherpesviruses, ret-
roviruses, and hepadnaviruses [34,61,67,79], whereas there is no splicing in poxviruses at all [80].
As a result of the application of LRS techniques, the number of new splice sites and splice
Trends in Microbiology, July 2019, Vol. 27, No. 7 585
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Figure 3. Replication-Associated Transcripts. A large variety of raRNAs have been evolved in various viruses. In herpesviruses, the ncoRNAs can be located near the
replication origin, or they can overlap it (panels A and B). These transcripts can be protein-coding (e.g., US1) or noncoding (e.g., cto-s, pto, and NTO2-4), or, alternatively,
the noncoding parts of longmRNA isoforms (e.g., PTO-US1, US1-L, and NTO1). The baculovirus hr1 region represents an additional transcript type, which overlaps the Ori
with its protein-coding part (ORF; panel C). All transcripts of the porcine circovirus type 1 overlap the viral origin of replication (panel D).

Trends in Microbiology
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isoforms has been radically increased. Nonetheless, thorough filtering is advised, as template-
switching and ligation can both introduce many chimeric cDNA products that may resemble
splicing. Common filters require the presence of consensus splice sequences (usually GT/AG,
GC/AG, or AT/AC) and/or the absence of short homologous sequences that could facilitate tem-
plate switching. Even if very strict criteria are used for the identification of splice variants, analysis
of individual transcripts by, for example, Northern blot, is needed to confirm their real existence
because the RT or the sequencing protocols can produce splice artifacts [47].

Multigenic Transcripts
Multigenic transcripts include polycistronic and complex RNA molecules. Polycistronic transcripts
contain two or more genes arranged in tandem array, whereas, in complex transcripts, at least two
genes stand in an opposite, convergent or divergent, orientation. Polycistronism is common in vi-
ruses; however, the translation of internal genes from theseRNAmolecules is very rare in largeDNA
viruses. Two well-described exceptions are the translation of the ORF72-71 and the ORF35-36-37
transcripts of Kaposi sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV), where the expression of the down-
stream genes is facilitated by an IRES sequence or an upstream (u)ORF, respectively [81,82]. What
could be the function of these RNA molecules, if not translation? LRS characterizes transcriptome
diversity with a much higher sensitivity than is possible by SRS. Therefore, LRS studies of viruses
with complex transcriptomes, such as DNA viruses, and someRNA viruses, will deepen our under-
standing of the general aspects of genetic regulation.

Transcriptional Overlaps
Transcripts can overlap with each other in a convergent (tail-to-tail), divergent (head-to-head), or a
parallel (tail-to-head) manner (Figure 4). In many cases, TRTs produce overlapping transcripts
(‘soft’/alternative overlaps), but TOs can also be produced without readthrough (‘hard’ TOs),
for example, in ul30-31 genes of alphaherpesviruses (Figure 2) [33–37]. This gene pair also pro-
duces longer TES variants with uncertain termination. The alternative promoter usage can also
produce divergent soft TOs, but in, for example, PRV, most divergent genes overlap each
other in a hard manner. This is also the case in the tandem gene clusters of herpesviruses in
which the adjacent genes overlap in a tail-to-head manner. LRS studies revealed an intricate
meshwork of TOs in every examined virus family [34,36,37,60,62]. The question can be raised
whether this TO complexity is functional, or not, and if it is, what could this function be.

Transcriptional Interference Networks
It has been earlier proposed that the role of TOs is to carry out transcription-level interference (TI)
between the herpesvirus genes in order to control gene expression [83]. It is supposed that TIs
are organized into a system (transcription interference network, TIN) that may coordinate the
viral life cycle in a spatiotemporal manner through the physical interaction of the transcriptional ap-
paratuses. transcriptional interference network (TIN) might represent an additional level of gene
regulation, which could have coevolved with the transcription factor-dependent regulation of
gene expression [84]. TI is considered to be a system-level property because every viral gene pro-
duces transcripts that overlap with other transcripts in a variety of ways; therefore, the effect of a
change in the expression of a gene can spread throughout the entire genome. It is hypothesized
that these interactions form a self-regulatory network and result in a strictly timed alteration of the
ON/OFF states of genes along the whole viral DNA. TIN is supposed to coregulate the closely
spaced genes through synchronization and/or negative synchronization of the transcriptions,
thereby resulting in a well-defined temporal pattern of genome-wide gene expressions. TIN
may also be able to reduce the transcriptional noise, that is, it cooperates with the transcription
factor-based system for suppressing the expression of genes whose products are not needed
at a given stage of the viral life cycle.
Trends in Microbiology, July 2019, Vol. 27, No. 7 587
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Figure 4. Transcript Overlaps. Viral RNA molecules can form various types of overlap with respect to orientation and
length of transcripts. The prototypic organization of the transcriptome of herpesviruses and baculoviruses is that tandem
genes express overlapping transcripts with common 3′-termini. The transcripts with ‘soft’ overlaps have shorter non
overlapping variants. Complex overlaps span at least two complete genes.
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Transcriptional and Replication Interference Networks
The expression of raRNAs is supposed to facilitate the regulation of replication initiation and the
orientation of replication fork progression through either a collision between the replication and
transcription machineries, or by unwinding the DNA strands by the RNP near the Ori. Since the
identified nroRNAs are all polyadenylated, they are likely to have a function as RNAmolecules be-
side being the byproducts of a regulatory mechanism. Moreover, an overall decrease in the tran-
scriptional activity in individual herpesvirus genes has been observed following the onset of DNA
replication [85], which also suggests an interplay between the two machineries. The interactions
between the RNA and DNA synthesis apparatus have been supposed to form a transcription and
replication interference network (TRIN) that controls global gene expression and replication in a
cooperative manner [64].



Outstanding Questions
How could LRS be better exploited for
the identification of novel transcripts
and transcript isoforms, and how could
the potential artefacts of these tech-
niques be eliminated?

While ONT sequencing is superior to
the PacBio sequencing in terms of
cost-effectiveness, in throughput, and
in read length, it possesses amajor dis-
advantage regarding a high error rate.
Will ONT be able to solve this problem
in the future? Alternatively, will PacBio
be able to keep pace with ONT in con-
tinuing to improve the above parame-
ters?

10x Genomics has developed an add-
on for the short-read sequencing-
based Illumina system, which provides
long-range genome information. Will
this technology outcompete the
PacBio and ONT from the market?

The function of most viral noncoding
transcripts remains unknown. How
can these functions be characterized
and harnessed for controlling the viru-
lence of the various viruses?

Can upstream ORFs be utilized for the
control of viral gene expression?

What could be the function of RNA
editing in some noncoding transcripts?

Do the extensive transcriptional over-
laps represent a mere economization
of the small viral genomes, or do they
represent a novel regulatory layer
based on the interference between
the transcriptional machineries of adja-
cent and distal genes?

What could be the function of the ‘near
replication origin’ transcripts? Do they
regulate the replication on a collision-
based manner? Does the replication
regulate the transcription?
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Transcriptional overlaps and the overlaps of raRNAs with the replication origins may represent a
novel level of genetic regulation. Nevertheless, further investigations are needed to elucidate the
role of these RNA molecules.

Upstream ORFs
Ribosome footprint analysis has detected hundreds of translationally active short uORFs in the
human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) and KSHV genomes [54,55]. It has also been shown that tran-
script isoforms differ from each other in the presence or absence of uORFs [35,37]. Some of
these short peptides may be functional; it is more likely, however, that their main role is the regu-
lation of translation reinitiation at downstreamORFs. The uORFs permit translation reinitiation of a
downstream gene because they are very short, and thus the initiation factors have not yet disso-
ciated. When translation is initiated at an uORF upstream of the HCMV UL4 gene, the mRNA
structure stalls the ribosome and it completely inhibits the downstream translation from that
RNA molecule [86]. The translation of KSHV gene ORF36 has been shown to be regulated by
uORFs upstream of the ORF35 coding sequence through a termination–reinitiation mechanism
[81]. This herpesvirus has reversed the host strategy to repress translation by uORFs: it allows
the expression of a downstream gene. It has also been shown that RNA isoforms can increase
the coding capacity of HCMV genes due to the alternative presence or absence of uORFs [35,37].

Detection of RNA Editing and Modification
G mismatches of the mapped reads can be caused either by natural variation of the viral popula-
tion or by A-to-I RNA hyperediting. The two cases can be easily distinguished by using LRS
techniques when the edited RNA overlaps other transcripts that are unmodified. LRS has been
used to discover a hyperediting event on a varicella-zoster virus ncRNA, the NTO3 [65]. Several
types of RNA modification have been described in viral transcriptomes with functions including
mRNA maturation [87] and evasion of the host’s immune response [88,89]. The ability to
sequence full-length native RNAmolecules simplifies the problem of assorting the detected mod-
ified nucleotides among the overlapping transcripts.

Concluding Remarks
In the past few years, LRS techniques have become essential in genome and transcriptome research,
and their application is expected to be dramatically increased in the near future. The current LRS tech-
niques produce a lower sequencing coverage than the SRS approaches; therefore, small-genome
organisms are ideal subjects for these third-generation sequencing techniques. LRS platforms are
able to determine full-length transcripts; thus, they are superior for identifying long, multigenic and
multispliced transcripts as well as TSS and TES isoforms. TOs are also easier to study with these
techniques. All in all, LRS approaches have multiplied the number of transcripts in every examined
viral species. Considering that many viral transcriptomes are poorly annotated, LRS may greatly
increase our understanding of the gene expression of most viruses with complex transcriptomes.
Direct RNA sequencing is also useful for the examination of viruses with simple transcriptomes
[e.g., (+)ssRNA viruses] as it can detect RNA modifications which would not be detectable by other
methods. The extremely complex network of TOs suggests a sophisticated interplay between the ad-
jacent and distal genes through physical interaction between the transcriptional apparatuses. Addi-
tionally, the discovery of nroRNAs and nro-like transcripts raises the possibility of the interaction
between the replication and transcription machineries in order to regulate gene expression and
DNA synthesis in a cooperative manner (see Outstanding Questions).

LRS technology is versatile and is rapidly evolving. Its capability of distinguishing between RNA
isoforms by reading full-length RNAs and detecting RNA modifications makes it a competent
tool for viral transcriptomics.
Trends in Microbiology, July 2019, Vol. 27, No. 7 589
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